
 Each user will receive an email with the steps to follow for login.

The email contains the sign-in URL and your username.

 Sign In URL: https://teamname.signin.aws.amazon.com/console

Username: <<username>>

1.

a.

b.

 

2. You'll receive your password and a CSV file containing your

credentials for programmatic access of AWS services in the next email.

This is an autogenerated password and you need to change your

password upon login.

 

3. On consecutive logins, if you see a screen like the one below, type

your Team Name in the text box and you'll be redirected to the original

login page where you can use your username and password.
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4. After login, you can see your AWS Console. Feel free to explore the

different Services provided by AWS they are AWESOME.  You can find

all the services here. Some businesses run their whole workload just of

few services.
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5. Please refer to the guide linked below from AWS on EC2 instances.

You do not need to create new IAM users. An IAM user is created for

you upon joining a team.

 

Guide: https://tinyurl.com/y9x4ysu3



6. By default, with your team account, each user (you) are assigned an

Administrator role. This gives you access to (almost) everything on the

team account. You can start creating EC2 instances.

 

7. Go to EC2 service under the compute section of the services.

Alternatively, you can search for services on the search bar. 

 

8. This will take to EC2 dashboard which looks like this.
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 For BrainHack ATL, we’ll be using only spot instances. Please refrain

from launching on demand instances.  

1.

2. On the left panel under the Instances tab, select Spot Requests.

3. Click on the Request Spot Instances.

4. Use Flexible Workloads Option.

LAUNCHING A SPOT INSTANCE
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LAUNCHING A SPOT INSTANCE

5. Next step is to configure your instance. Your screen looks like this for

configuring an Instance.

a. Leave the Launch Template as None. If you’re familiar with templates,

please use this to launch your AMI

b. For the AMI please use the default AWS AMI or Ubuntu if you have a

preference. (Ideally, I want to provide users with pre-installed software

so that they need not install all by themselves. I’m working on it. This

Part will change) 

c.  For Minimum Compute Unit, you’ve the option to select as specs or

as an instance type. Select as instance type and click change instance

type to see all the available instance types. You can filter Instance types

based on your need. Please keep in mind the price of each instance type,

you may want to check the dollar limit on each team.
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LAUNCHING A SPOT INSTANCE

d. Unless you’re familiar with Networking please use the defaults for

Network and Availability Zone.

e. For Key pair name, select the keypair that you have created already. If

this is the first instance that you’re creating, or you’ve lost or do not

have access to your previous KeyPair, click on create new KeyPair.

Refer to Creating New Key Pair section. If you’ve created your keypair

and cannot find in the drop-down list, click on the refresh button. 

f. Click on Additional Configurations
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LAUNCHING A SPOT INSTANCE

g. Change the Size of the volume to appropriate size. For example, 200

GiB. You can modify this size once per every 6 hours after the instance is

launched.

h. You can enable EBS-Optimized if it makes any difference for your

application.



i. For Instance Store, Monitoring, and Tenancy leave the default values.

j. Under security groups, select the default

k. For IAM Instance Profile, you can leave it as optional or you can

create an IAM policy for this instance. Please refer to this guide linked

below from AWS.

Guide: https://tinyurl.com/yyzj3p5u

l. Under the Instance Tags, please make sure you have a tag called

team_name with value as your team name as shown below
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6. Next step is to select the number of instances you’ll need. For

BrainHack ATL, we’ll limit ourselves to less than 5. Also, select

Maintain Target Capacity.

7. Under the Fleet Recommendations, unselect Apply

Recommendations

8. Then, Select Instance Types button and select the Instance type that

you’ve selected in the step 5.C.
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9.  Leave the rest as default and click the Launch Button at the end of 

the page

10. If successful, this should take you to the page showing your Spot

Requests.

11. When you click on the Instances on the left panel, you should see

your running instances.

LAUNCHING A SPOT INSTANCE

9.  Leave the rest as default and click the Launch Button at the end of 

the page
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CREATING NEW KEYPAIR

12. Once you see the Status Checks as 2/2 Checks Passed, you are

ready to Connect to the Instance.

(Skip this step if you’re following from step 5.E) To create a new

KeyPair, go to EC2 Dashboard, from the left panel under the

Network & Security click on the Key Pairs.

Select Create Key Pair and give any name.

1.

2.

3. Click Create. This will download a .PEM file. Save this file for

Connecting to the Instance.
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CONNECTING TO INSTANCES

From the EC2 dashboard, select your Instance you want to Connect

and on the Top Menu click Connect. Follow the Instructions

provided. For Example,

1.


